Special Purpose & Other Machines

Autopulit design special equipment for a great variety of specific applications, not covered with the standard machines, due to the difficulty automating the process, or the particularities in the process required.

**Special Purpose Machines**
- CNC installations for stainless steel tank ends and bodies, up to 8-meter diameter.
- Universal CN installations for tank ends and bodies and stainless steel containers up to 8-meter high and 12-meter diameter.
- CNC installations for truck bumpers.
- Installations for the aeronautical sector, particularly for wings and reactor covers.
- Machine Model PD-TORPEDO UNIVERSAL grinding tank bodies.
- Machine Model PD-TORPEDO UNIVERSAL grinding tank bodies and tank ends on 2 separate rotary tables.

**Other Machines**
- Semi-automatic machine Model PF-II/2APJ for polishing various circular parts, with 2 piece-holding devices on a heavy polishing machine.
- Machine with a single spindle Model IRM/1UT for grinding and satin finishing of round parts (inside and outside).
- Machine Model SG-4D for simultaneously brushing 2 faces of aluminum profiles with 4 operations on each side
- Grinding cam follower machine Model LC-CM for contours of convex parts.

Multiple models available!